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Machine Translation (MT) has been a very useful tool to assist multilingual communication and collaboration. 
In recent years, by taking advantage of the exciting developments of neural networks and deep learning, 
the accuracy and speed of machine translation have been continuously improved. However, most machine 
translation methods and systems are data-driven. They tend to select a  consensus response represented in 
training data, while a user’s preferred linguistic style, which is important for translation comprehension 
and user experience, is ignored. For this problem, we aim to build a user-oriented personalized machine 
translation model in this paper. The model aims to learn each user’s linguistic style from the textual content 
that is generated by her/him (User-Generated Textual Content, UGTC) in social media context and generate 
personalized translation results utilizing several state-of-the-art deep learning techniques like Transformer 
and pre-training. We also implemented a user-oriented personalized machine translator using Weibo as a 
case of the source of UGTC to provide a systematical implementation scheme of a user-oriented personalized 
machine translation system based on our model. The translator was evaluated by automatic evaluation in
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combination with human evaluation. The results suggest that our model can generate more personalized, 
natural and lively translation results and enhance the comprehensibility of translation results, which makes 
its generations more preferred by users versus general translation results.

CCS Concepts: • Human-centered computing → Collaborative and social computing.

Additional Key Words and Phrases: machine translation, personalized, linguistic style, user-generated textual 
content, Weibo
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1 INTRODUCTION
Multilingual communication and collaboration is becoming increasingly common and important 
with the emergence and prevalence of multilingual communities, multilingual projects, distributed 
work and international conferences [13, 54]. Language barrier is still the primary challenge for ef-
fective multilingual communication and collaboration, and a variety of tools have been developed 
to help people overcome language barrier and achieve effective communication and collabora-
tion [16, 53]. Machine Translation (MT), which aims to translate a text from one natural language 
to another using computer-aided tools, has been a very useful tool to assist multilingual communi-
cation and collaboration [34]. In recent years, an increasing number of multilingual communities, 
projects and organizations are proposing machine translation for communication and collabora-
tion support [53], and there also emerge different kinds of machine translation systems or tools like 
Google Translate 1, Microsoft Translator 2  and Amazon Translate 3 . As machine translation’s cru-
cial role in multilingual communication and collaboration, it has long been researched in the areas 
of artificial intelligence, Computer-Supported Collaborative Work (CSCW) and Human-Computer 
Interaction (HCI) [18, 54].

Machine Translation is continuously being improved and refined as the exciting developments 
of neural networks and deep learning. Neural Machine Translation (NMT) has been shown to be a 
promising end-to-end learning approach that can conduct translation accurately and quickly [51]. 
The key benefit of this approach is that a translation model can be trained directly on a large vol-
ume of source and target text, in an end-to-end fashion, the mapping from input text to associated 
output text. By taking advantage of NMT, the accuracy and speed of machine translation are all 
continuously improved. For example, from 2019.5 to 2020.5, Google Translate obtains an average 
5 point increase on BLEU (Bilingual Evaluation Understudy) and human evaluation metrics across 
all languages [50]. However, most machine translation methods and systems are data-driven. They 
tend to select the response with the greatest likelihood, i.e., a consensus response represented in 
training data [24], while users’ personal preferences in linguistic style are ignored. As suggested 
by previous research [27, 28], people often cannot comprehend machine translation results in part 
due to the difficulty of sense making, and the future design of machine translation systems should 
forage more useful information to enhance sense making. Linguistic style is one of the key compo-
nents of natural languages, and it can significantly affect people’s sense making of languages [21]. 
In reality, each person has her/his preferred linguistic style in communication, and the ability of 
language systems to exhibit a user’s preferred style is helpful for the systems to interact with the 
user in a natural way that the user is familiar with, which can promote sense making and gain
1https://translate.google.cn/
2https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/translator//
3https://aws.amazon.com/cn/translate/
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the user’s confidence and trust [59]. So considering a user’s linguistic style preference in machine
translation can be helpful for the systems to generate translations that are easily comprehended
by the user and improve user experience.

However, building a machine translator that can consider users’ preferences in linguistic style
(user-oriented personalized machine translator) is a challenging task. First, the essence of user-
oriented personalized machine translation is to generate multiple translations for the same source
text, wherein the multiple translations are characterized with the same semantics but differ in lin-
guistic styles regarding different users. Building such a machine translation model is challenging
as the definition of the linguistic style is vague, and linguistic style and semantics are generally
interweaved in natural languages [9]. It is not easy to disentangle linguistic style from seman-
tics and change the linguistic style while retaining the semantics. Second, there lacks sufficient
persona data (a composite of elements that can reflect a user’s preference) related to linguistic
style to train a user-oriented personalized machine translation model. As mentioned above, most
machine translation models are data-driven [24]. Personalized translation results can be gener-
ated only if sufficient samples that contain linguistic style-related persona profiles are utilized for
model training. In related personalized language generation tasks like personalized dialog genera-
tion, personalized comment generation and personalized recipe generation, two kinds of persona
profiles including explicit persona profiles and implicit persona profiles are generally utilized for
personalized language model training [59]. Explicit persona profiles are observable personal traits
like gender, age and personal interests, while implicit persona profiles mean the characteristics
that are extracted from users’ historical activities. For example, in personalized recipe genera-
tion systems [30], gender and preferred foods a user self-reports on the platform can be utilized
as explicit persona profiles, and her/his visited historical recipes can be utilized for implicit per-
sona extraction. In nowadays machine translation systems, there is no explicit persona profile nor
implicit persona profile, which brings challenges to the training of a user-oriented personalized
machine translation model. Third, in translation tasks, what kinds of sentences and words need to
be personalized is unknown. As suggested by previous research [60], real-world languages are not
always persona-related. So there is no need to make personalization for each sentence or word to
be translated. For example, for the formal descriptions like news or scientific articles, the person-
alized demand might be minor as people tend to express them similarly, while for some informal
descriptions like novels or stories, the personalized demand might be higher.

The above backgrounds motivate us to build a user-oriented personalized machine translator in
this paper. The characteristics of our work lie in: 1) To overcome the problem that there is a lack of
sufficient persona data to train a user-oriented personalized machine translation model, we build
a user-oriented personalized machine translation model by learning each user’s linguistic style
from the textual content that is generated by her/him (User-Generated Textual Content, UGTC)
on social media platforms like social network sites and online communities. The theories in soci-
olinguistics indicate that people tend to perform persona when using language to socialize, which
leads UGTC of social media to be an ideal corpus with diversified personality traits [46, 59, 60].
2) We build our model based on state-of-the-art machine translation techniques including Trans-
former and pre-training to generate multiple linguistic styles associated with the same semantics.
Firstly, Transformer and existing public machine translation data sets are utilized to train a trans-
lation module that generates a general translation result. After then, the linguistic style of the
general translation result will be processed to be personalized by a Transformer-based module
that is pre-trained on all users’ UGTC posts and tuned on each user’s own posts. 3) Based on
the proposed user-oriented personalized machine translation model, we present a user-oriented
personalized machine translation prototype using Weibo as a case of the source site of UGTC.
The prototype provides a systematical implementation scheme of a user-oriented personalized
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machine translation system, including how to introduce UGTC into the system with user consent,
how to train and use our user-oriented personalized machine translation model, etc. 4) To eval-
uate our user-oriented personalized machine translation model and prototype, we conduct both
automatic evaluation and human evaluation. In the automatic evaluation, personalization degree,
BLEU and perplexity are set as metrics, and in the human evaluation, we intend to evaluate the
comprehensibility of the translation results and users’ real experience of using the user-oriented
personalized machine translator. The evaluation results indicate that our model can generate more
personalized, natural and lively translation results and enhance the comprehensibility of transla-
tion results, which makes its translations more preferred by users versus general translations.
However, we also find performing linguistic style personalization can slightly hurt translation
fluency, accuracy and perplexity. To conclude, our main contributions are:

• We aim to build a user-oriented personalized machine translator in this paper. To the best
of our knowledge, it is the first work that considers users’ linguistic style preferences in
machine translation.

• Wepropose a user-oriented personalizedmachine translationmodel which can learn a user’s
linguistic style from her/his UGTC of social media and generate personalized translation
results.

• We implement a user-oriented personalized machine translation prototype which provides
a systematical implementation scheme of a user-oriented personalized machine translation
system based on our model.

• We conduct automatic evaluation and human evaluation for our model and uncover its
strengths and weaknesses compared with general machine translation models. Based on the
results, we propose several insights for the future design of machine translation systems.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review related research of lin-
guistic style, machine translation and personalized language generation methods. In Section 3, we
show the architecture of our model. A prototype is presented in Section 4, and the evaluation pro-
cedure and results are exhibited in Section 5. In Section 6, we propose insights for future study
and highlight the limitations of our work. Finally, the conclusion is given in Section 7.

2 RELATEDWORK
2.1 Linguistic Style
Linguistic style is one of the key components of natural languages [21]. It reflects how people 
use a variety of linguistic transformations like lexical and grammatical transformations, formality 
adjustment and catchy phrase selection for language organization [20]. As suggested by previous 
research [8, 42, 59], each person has her/his preferred linguistic style and a unique stylistic ten-
dency in communication. In these studies, many features are proposed to represent linguistic style, 
including character-based features (e.g. the number of special characters and the number of white-
space characters), word-based features (e.g. the total number of words and vocabulary richness), 
function words(e.g. the number of article words and the number of pro-sentence words), etc [8].

In linguistic style studies, one emerging research topic named linguistic style transfer is related 
to our user-oriented personalized machine translation task. It aims to change the linguistic style 
of the current text to another style while retaining the semantics, e.g. transfer between formal 
language and informal language. The l inguistic s tyles s tudied in a  l inguistic s tyle t ransfer task 
are more specific than those of the aforementioned linguistic style research as there are generally 
two predefined styles (informal and formal, etc.) in the task. For example, [20] proposed a model 
to transform text from modern English to Shakespearean English, [36, 49] focused on the style 
transfer between formal language and informal language and presented corpus, benchmarks and
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metrics for model building, etc. Our task differs from these linguistic style transfer tasks in the
following two aspects. First, there are generally two styles (informal and formal, etc.) in a linguistic
style transfer task. So the goal of that is to change the linguistic style of a text to another style.
Our task aims to generate a personalized linguistic style that is consistent with each user’s style
preference. The linguistic styles contained in our task are more diverse and vague. Second, as the
linguistic style transfer task just contains a certain number of styles, it is not difficult to obtain a
large number of training samples (parallel samples or non-parallel samples). While in our task, we
need to prepare sufficient data to reflect each user’s linguistic style preference.

2.2 Machine Translation
Machine Translation has long been researched in both artificial intelligence and the areas of CSCW
and HCI. In the artificial intelligence area, although many different kinds of machine translation
methods have been proposed, they can be summarized into two categories: rule-based approach
and corpus-based approach [34]. The rule-based approach makes syntax analysis and semantic
analysis for the source text and then generates the target text according to a finite set of gigantic
dictionaries and sophisticated linguistic rules.The training and development costs are very high for
rule-based machine translation systems, and the translation results generally lack fluency as they
are generated just by pre-defined hard rules. To overcome these drawbacks, researchers propose
the data-driven machine translation approach - corpus-based approach. It relies on a large parallel
corpus that contains a large number of pairs of the source text and target text. The most repre-
sentative corpus-based approach is Statistical Machine Translation (SMT) technology [17, 47]. As
the superiority of neural networks and deep learning, many researchers have attempted to incor-
porate deep learning techniques like RNN (Recurrent Neural Network) and attention mechanism
into SMT and proposed many neural machine translation methods. NMT models can be directly
trained on a large volume of source and target text, in an end-to-end fashion, the mapping from
input text to associated output text [51].They have been shown to be a promising end-to-end learn-
ing approach that can conduct translation quickly and accurately, which makes them dominant
in machine translation. The core of NMT models is the Seq2Seq (Sequence to Sequence) structure
which includes an encoder and a decoder [40]. The encoder takes the sequence of the source text
as input and generates a representation (context vector) for that, and then the decoder reads the
context vector and generates the target text word by word.

Machine translation has also gathered lots of attention in the areas of CSCW and HCI, and
several studies have focused on machine translation-mediated communication and collaboration.
First, some studies intend to investigate the role and impact of machine translation in multilingual
communication and collaboration, e.g. its effects on conversational efficiency and content [54],
the effects on idea exchange [44] and the impact on conversation style [16]. On one hand, it has
been suggested that machine translation is helpful to promote idea production and collaboration
experience in multilingual communication and collaboration. On another hand, these studies find
that there exist some drawbacks (e.g. inconsistency of the same term in translation [54], benefit
asymmetries between native and non-native speakers [44] and difficulties in establishing common
ground in machine translation-mediated groups [53]) of machine translation-mediated communi-
cation and collaboration due to limitations in state-of-the-art machine translation methods, tools
and systems, based on which several design insights are proposed for the future machine trans-
lation. Second, based on these insights, many studies aim to propose new machine translation
methods, tools and systems to promote machine translation-mediated communication and collab-
oration. For example, [15, 18, 19] proposed new machine translation systems to support human
editing, [14, 52] improved machine translation by showing two outputs, and [3] presented a new
machine translation system with human-in-the-loop interpretation.
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Besides the above research, some studies have begun to investigate personalized machine trans-
lation mainly from the perspective of translation authors [31, 32, 35, 48]. They hold that good 
translation is expected to preserve an author’s subtle and implicit personality and characteristics, 
and then propose several methods for author-aware personalized machine translation. Most of 
these methods define t his p roblem a s a  domain adaptation t ask [ 31, 32, 35, 48], where t he do-
main represents a specific author trait. By designing domain-specific models, it can preserve the 
original author traits in machine translation. Compared with these author-aware machine trans-
lation studies, our user-oriented personalized machine translation conducts personalization from 
the opposite perspective, which is a novel task. On one hand, author-aware machine translation 
studies and our task have different research aims and evaluating criteria. The former aims to pro-
mote objective indicators like translation accuracy and fluency by considering author traits, while 
our user-oriented personalized machine translation optimizes machine translation from the view 
of users with the aim of promoting translation comprehension and user experience. On another 
hand, our task faces different challenges. F irst, t he author-aware machine t ranslation needs to 
preserve the traits of some given authors in translation, while for our user-oriented personalized 
machine translation task, it aims to mine linguistic style preferences for a large number of users 
and generate translations with different linguistic styles regarding different users. Persona profile 
mining and personalized translation generation for so many users are non-trivial. Second, previous 
author-aware personalized machine translation research mainly uses explicit and simple author 
traits like gender as persona profiles [31, 32, 35]. In our task, there is no explicit persona profile 
nor implicit persona profile, aggravating the d ifficulty of bui lding a user-oriented personalized 
machine translation model.

2.3 Personalized Language Models
Building human-like language systems is a long-standing research focus in recent years. One of 
the main challenges is to generate personalized content for each user in order to promote compre-
hension and gain her/his confidence and trust [59, 60]. As mentioned above, existing personalized 
language models can be classified into two kinds: explicit personalization and implicit personaliza-
tion [59]. Explicit personalization models directly introduce explicit persona profiles like gender, 
expertise and personal interests into language models to generate personalized responses, while 
implicit personalization models extract persona profiles from the user’s historical activities. The 
following reviews recent studies of personalized language models in terms of these two branches. 

From the perspective of explicit personalization, many user traits like gender and age have been 
considered by researchers to generate personalized responses. A major challenge of explicit per-
sonalization is how to introduce such explicit persona profiles into general language models. Pre-
vious research has proposed several strategies to introduce them into the encoder and decoder of 
the Seq2Seq model. From the perspective of the encoder, there are three common-used strategies: 
additional vocabulary, embedding combination and user selection [25, 60, 61]. According to the 
additional vocabulary strategy [61], a structured vector representing user traits is set as the initial 
token of each input in the encoder, and its embedding will be processed together with other word 
embeddings. Different from that, embedding combination utilizes the user vector in each time step 
and combines it with each of the word embeddings by concatenation or addition [60]. While in 
reality, not all sentences and words are equipped with personality traits. Such hard integration 
strategies cannot be able to decide which personality traits to express on each word or sentence. 
To overcome this problem, the user selection strategy builds gates based on user traits and utilizes 
them to control the personality of each word [25]. From the perspective of the decoder, there are 
also two strategies to introduce user traits. The first one is to consider user traits in the decoder 
procedure, i.e., the user vector is combined with the original input of the decoder or the decoder
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state of each token [56, 60], while the second strategy incorporates user traits in the output layer
of the decoder [59].

As explicit user traits are sometimes difficult to obtain, researchers have been exploring implicit
personalization methods in recent studies. A direct approach is to train a language model for each
user based on her/his historical activities. [33] proposed a personalized review generation model
by regarding words written by different reviewers as different vocabularies. [58] first pre-trained
a general response generation model on large-scale conversational data, and then made the re-
sponses to be in agreement with a user’s preference by tuning the model on the user’s personal
conversation data. Another thought of implicit personalization research is to extract user prefer-
ence from historical activities and then introduce the preference representation into the model by
utilizing similar strategies that explicit personalization methods use. Most of such work considers
user preference in the decodermodule. On one hand, some studies incorporate user preference into
the output layer of the decoder [25, 26, 30]. On another hand, some research considers user prefer-
ence in the core layers of the decoder, like the persona-based neural conversation models [23, 24].
Besides the above work, some research attempts to incorporate user traits into the encoder. For
example, [7] proposed a personalized model named Template-based Personalized EDM Subject
generation (TemPEST) by considering users’preferred style sentences and templates in the en-
coder to generate a personalized article representation and subject generation.

Although a few studies have focused on different kinds of personalized language systems, our
work differs with such tasks in two aspects. First, existing personalized language systems intend
to generate personalized responses that are consistent with a user’s content preference, and they
generally conduct personalization without distinction of semantics and linguistic style. For our
user-oriented personalized machine translation task, the translations associated with the same
source text should correspond to the same semantics but different linguistic styles, which brings
a new challenge for model construction. Second, the contexts studied in previous research like
dialogue systems and recipe recommendation platforms have some explicit persona profiles and
implicit persona profiles that can be utilized for personalized model training, while in nowadays
machine translation systems, there is no explicit persona profile nor implicit persona profile. So
the existing personalized language models cannot be utilized for our task.

3 USER-ORIENTED PERSONALIZED MACHINE TRANSLATION MODEL
3.1 Technical Background of Model Building
We build our user-oriented personalized machine translation model based on state-of-the-art neu-
ral machine translation models. In this section, we introduce the crucial thoughts and technical
details of neural machine translation. NMT models are also called end-to-end translation models
as they can be directly trained on a large volume of source and target text [51]. The core of NMT
models is the Seq2Seq structure which includes an encoder and a decoder [40]. For the source text
which is represented as a word index sequence 𝑋 = 𝑋1, · · ·, 𝑋𝑡 , · · ·, 𝑋𝑇 (𝑇 is the sequence length),
the encoder aims to generate hidden states to represent 𝑋 using neural networks. RNN models
are the most commonly used methods for this task. Using RNN, the hidden states are generated
as ℎ𝑡 = 𝑓 (ℎ𝑡−1, 𝑋𝑡 ), where ℎ𝑡 is the hidden state corresponding to the 𝑡 th word, and 𝑓 is a nonlin-
ear function which is generally implemented as LSTM (Long Short-Term-Memory) [37] or GRU
(Gated Recurrent Unit network) [55]. After that, the encoder generates a context vector 𝑐 (e.g. set-
ting 𝑐 = ℎ𝑇 or computing it using attention mechanisms) as the final representation of the source
text. In the decoder, the target text is generated word by word generally using RNNmodels. At the
𝑡 th step of the target text, it first generates a hidden state as 𝑠𝑡 = 𝑓 (𝑠𝑡−1, [𝑦𝑡−1, 𝑐]), where 𝑠𝑡 is the
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corresponding hidden state, 𝑦𝑡−1 is the output at the (𝑡 − 1)th step, and 𝑓 is a nonlinear function
similar to that of the encoder. Finally, 𝑠𝑡 is utilized to map to a distribution over the vocabulary to
determine the 𝑡 th word of target text by using the maxout activation function [58].

According to the aforementioned thoughts and procedures, many Seq2Seq models have been
proposed, and the most famous one is Transformer. Transformer is a state-of-the-art model for
dealing with sequences. The most prominent application of it is in natural language processing
tasks especially machine translation. Transformer is essentially a stack of encoder and decoder
layers [43]. Compared with traditional Seq2Seq models, it has two characteristics that improve its
performance on accuracy and efficiency. First, there are six encoders with the same structure in
the encoding module and six decoders in the decoding module, which reflects the thought of deep
learning. Second, it incorporates the multi-head self-attention mechanism into both encoders and
decoders. By taking advantage of the self-attention mechanism, each input word is represented as
its embedding in combination with the embeddings of the other relevant words, while masking
the words that contain irrelevant information. Multi-head means multiple self-attention mecha-
nisms are implemented in parallel using the parallel computing offered by GPUs. Transformer can
process multiple words simultaneously, which reduces the running time of model training and
prediction. More technical details about Transformer can be found in [43].

3.2 Model Building
In this section, we build a user-oriented personalizedmachine translationmodel by setting English-
to-Chinese translation (i.e., translating English into Chinese) as a sample task. However, our model
is not specific to such a translation task. Aswe elaborate later, it can be easily applied to other cross-
language translation tasks.The architecture of our user-oriented personalized machine translation
model and its training procedure are shown in Figure 1. The main modules are elaborated below.

Fig. 1. User-oriented personalized machine translation model.

UGTC in a social media site. As summarized in related work, existing personalized language 
systems generate personalized responses using the explicit persona profiles or the implicit persona 
profiles mined f rom historical activities. While most machine t ranslation systems focus on the 
translation functionality itself, and users’ profiles like gender or age and activities like translation 
result feedback are ignored. So we cannot obtain persona data from machine translation systems 
to build the user-oriented personalized translation model. In our paper, we utilize the UGTC of
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social media platforms like social network sites and online communities as the corpus to learn
users’ linguistic style preferences. The reasons are three-fold. First, the theories in sociolinguistics
suggest that people tend to perform persona when using language to socialize. So the social media
UGTC is an ideal corpus with diversified personality traits [59, 60]. Second, users generate a large
volume of content on social media platforms every day, which provides us sufficient data to train
a personalized translation model. For example, on Twitter, users post over 300,000 tweets every
minute, and on Facebook, more than 680,000 posts are published per minute [41]. Third, we only
consider the UGTC published publicly. Compared with the personalized language models which
utilize users’ explicit attributes like gender and age for personalization, ourmethod is characterized
by a lower risk of invading user privacy.

Translation generation and personalization. This component is utilized to generate person-
alized translation results for a given user. It contains two Transformer-based models: E2C (English-
to-Chinese) Transformer and C2C (Chinese-to-Chinese) Transformer. E2C Transformer is essen-
tially a general English-to-Chinese translator based on the Transformer structure, wherein the in-
put is the English text that needs to be translated, and the output is the corresponding Chinese text
(general translation result). It can be trained utilizing several public Chinese-English translation
data sets like WMT Parallel English/Chinese test set 4, NIST Chinese-English test sets 5 and TED
corpus 6. The C2C Transformer is utilized to polish the translation result to make it personalized
(personalized translation result), i.e., the linguistic style is consistent with the user’s preference.
So the input of it is the general translation result, and the output is the personalized translation
result. Note that C2C Transformer can only change the linguistic style of the general translation
result, while the semantics should be retained.

Training corpus preparation. To train a personalized translation model for a given user, we
need a parallel training data set that contains many pairs of training samples, wherein each pair
consists of the English text to be translated and the ground truth (the corresponding personalized
Chinese text). However, to the best of our knowledge, there is no such data set currently. To con-
struct the data set by hand-annotating is also characterized by a labor-intensive nature. In our
work, we solve this problem based on back-translation [11, 38]. Back-translation is an effective
method for neural machine translation with monolingual data. Its crucial thought is constructing
a parallel corpus with back-translations of target language sentences, i.e. automatically translating
the target sentence into the source language. Based on this thought, we propose an approach for
training corpus preparation by utilizing the C2E (Chinese-to-English) Transformer and UGTC. As
mentioned above, a user’s UGTC in a social media site can reflect her/his preference in linguistic
style. So in each pair of our training samples, we set each UGTC post (e.g. Weibo post) which is
written in Chinese as the ground truth, i.e., the expected personalized translation result. The C2E
Transformer, which is essentially a Transformer-based Chinese-to-English translator, takes the
post as the input and outputs the corresponding English text to be input into the E2C Transformer.
The C2E Transformer can also be trained utilizing the existing Chinese-English translation data
sets. By taking advantage of the above procedures, it can lead the input of the C2C Transformer
and output of that to correspond to the same semantics but reflect different linguistic styles (the
input reflects the style of a general translator, and the output reflects a person’s preferred style),
which can meet the requirement of C2C Transformer. That is why we consider such a method for
training corpus preparation.

4http://www.statmt.org/wmt20/translation-task.html
5https://chinesenlp.xyz/#/docs/machine_translation#span-classtnistspan
6http://cs.jhu.edu/~kevinduh/a/multitarget-tedtalks/

http://www.statmt.org/wmt20/translation-task.html
https://chinesenlp.xyz/#/docs/machine_translation##span-classtnistspan
http://cs.jhu.edu/~kevinduh/a/multitarget-tedtalks/
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Deep learning models generally need a large number of samples for training. A user’s posts may
not be sufficient for training the C2C Transformer. We solve this problem by pre-training and tun-
ing which is an effective strategy to process prediction tasks with insufficient labeled training
data. We first pre-train the C2C Transformer utilizing all users’ training samples, and then the
model will be tuned to be specific to a given user by using her/his corresponding training sam-
ples. After training, the personalized translation model can be characterized with the capability
of personalized translation generation. When the user submits some English sentences that need
to be translated, the E2C Transformer reads these sentences and generates a general translation
result, and then the C2C Transformer further processes the general result and generates the final
personalized translation expression.

Above all, we can see such a personalized translation model has the following three character-
istics.

• Social media UGTC is utilized as the corpus for model training. Our model aims to
learn users’ linguistic styles from a large volume of textual content published publicly by
users in social media context. It provides a safe and efficient approach to solve the data
sparsity problem of user-oriented personalized machine translation.

• It represents the thought of pre-training and tuning. As a user’s posts may not be
sufficient for personalized translation model training, the C2C Transformer is pre-trained
utilizing all users’ training samples and then tuned to be personalized using each user’s
own training samples. This strategy is helpful to improve the performance of user-oriented
personalized machine translation, especially for users with few posts.

• Themodel can be easily generalized into the other cross-language translation tasks.
When applying this model into the other cross-language translation tasks, only the training
data sets including UGTC and general translation data sets need to be changed, and there is
no need to adjust the architecture of the model.

4 PROTOTYPE
In order to exhibit how our user-oriented personalized machine translation model can be utilized, 
we designed and implemented a personalized machine translator using Weibo as a case of the 
source of UGTC. The translator provides a systematical implementation scheme of a user-oriented 
personalized machine translation system based on our model, including how to introduce UGTC 
into the system with user consent, how to train and use our model, etc. The reasons why we set 
Weibo as a study case are three-fold. First, Weibo is a very popular social media site in China. It 
has a large user base, and more than 229 million users are active in Weibo every day to obtain 
and share the latest news, post comments, participate in group chats, etc.7, which provides us suf-
ficient posts to perform user-oriented personalized translation. Second, as a popular social media 
site, Weibo has the representative features that popular social media has, such as content posting, 
communicating and group maintaining. It is helpful to improve the reliability and generalizability 
of our findings. Third, similar to many popular social media platforms like Facebook and Twitter, 
Weibo supplies researchers and developers with some APIs to acquire user consent and access user 
data, based on which we can implement a personalized translation prototype and use users’ posts 
in a reasonable manner. The main modules of the user-oriented personalized machine translator 
are shown in Figure 2.

Authorization management. This module is utilized for authorization management. It con-
sists of the following three features.

7https://www.iimedia.cn/c1020/74841.html

https://www.iimedia.cn/c1020/74841.html
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Fig. 2. The architecture of the prototype.

• Account authorization. This sub-module serves the functionality for Weibo identity authen-
tication. Weibo Open Platform 8 supplies an identity authentication API based on OAuth2.0,
which provides us with an easy and safe way to implement the user consent functionality.

• Post authorization. After account authorization, this sub-module serves the functionality for
post access. Weibo Open Platform supplies an API to acquire a specific user’s posts. In our
translator, we invoke this interface to implement the post authorization functionality.

• Remove authorization. This sub-module aims to help a user remove user authorization and
post authorization from the translator. It is implemented based on the OAuth2.0 revoking
function supplied by Weibo.

Translator. This module is utilized to receive a user’s text to be translated and present the
corresponding personalized translation result.

User-oriented personalized machine translation model. It is the user-oriented personal-
ized machine translation model presented in Section 3.

When a user utilizes the prototype for translation, she/he first binds her/his Weibo account
and authorizes the use of her/his posts through the account authorization and post authorization
respectively. Then by utilizing these posts as a training set, a user-oriented personalized machine
translation model will be trained for the user according to the architecture presented in Section 3.
After the model is built, the user can input the English text to be translated, and the model will read
it into the E2C Transformer and C2C Transformer to generate the personalized translation result.
Finally, the result will be presented to the user. Note that in the above procedure, the user-oriented
personalized machine translation model just needs to be trained once. In the follow-up use, the
user can use the translator directly, and translation results can be generated fast.

Through the above descriptions, we can see our user-oriented personalized machine translator
has the following two characteristics.

• Using posts with user consent. A user’s Weibo posts can be accessed only if the user gives
account authorization and post authorization, which ensures that the translator utilizes user
data in a reasonable manner.

• Working fast as existing machine translation systems. After training, the complexity of the
translation procedure is similar to that of nowadays prevalent machine translation systems.
So even though our translator can perform personalized translation, its running time is sim-
ilar to that of existing translation systems.

We implemented the user-oriented personalized machine translator according to the architec-
ture depicted in Figure 2. The implementation was based on Django 9 which was a Python Web
8https://open.weibo.com/
9https://www.djangoproject.com/

https://open.weibo.com/
https://www.djangoproject.com/
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framework supporting rapid development and clean, pragmatic design.The screenshots of the pro-
totype are shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4. Figure 3 exhibits the home page of our prototype, and
Figure 4 shows the modules for authorization management. The instructions of the web pages
were written in Chinese. For understanding, we explain the Chinese instructions in English in the
figures.

Fig. 3. Screenshot of the home page of user-oriented personalized machine translator.

(a) Submenus under
authorization manage-
ment.

(b) Authorize to log in with Weibo account. (c) Confirm authorization.

Fig. 4. Screenshots of authorization modules: a Click “authorize” to initiate authorization; b The system 
will jump to the account authorization page supplied by Weibo. A user can give account authorization by 
scanning the QR code (the QR code was blurred for anonymity using the Weibo APP; c The system will 
jump to the post authorization page. The user can give post authorization by clicking “confirm”.

5 EVALUATION
In this section, we present the evaluation for our user-oriented personalized machine translation 
model. We made both automatic evaluation and human evaluation. The former aimed to evalu-
ate the personalization degree and accuracy of the personalized translation results in comparison 
with general translation results. However, the comprehensibility of translations and users’ real ex-
perience could not be validated by automatic evaluation. So we further made a human evaluation 
wherein several genres of languages were utilized as source texts, and many participants were 
recruited to use the translator and give their feedback.
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5.1 Automatic Evaluation
5.1.1 Data Set and Model Setting. As the popularity and representative features of Weibo, we
also utilized a large number of Weibo posts to train and evaluate our user-oriented personalized
machine translation model. As mentioned in Section 3.2, the C2E and E2C Transformers should be
trained firstly by using the public Chinese-English translation data sets.We utilized the benchmark
Chinese-English data sets including CWMT corpus and NIST that were recommended by state-
of-the-art Chinese-English machine translation methods [5, 45]. For the Weibo posts, they were
sampled randomly based on the snowball sampling rule. After about three months of sampling,
we finally obtained 2,217,006 posts that belonged to 4,587 users. Note that to avoid the invasion of
users’ sensitive content, we just considered the posts that were published publicly by users. For the
data set, we conducted pre-processing from two perspectives: post and user. From the perspective
of the post, it aimed to filter out the posts that were meaningless for our model training, while
from the perspective of the user, the users with less content contribution were removed from the
data set. First, there are generally some noisy items like emojis and tags in social media posts.
So we filtered these items from the sampled results. As we set English-to-Chinese as a research
case of the user-oriented personalized machine translation task, there was no need to consider
the bilingual posts (containing both Chinese words and another language) and the posts that were
written in the non-Chinese language. Moreover, the reposts could hardly reflect a user’s linguistic
style, and the posts with short length (lower than ten words according to previous research [1])
were less useful for themodel training. Sowe removed such posts from the data set. After the above
pre-processing, 1,135,247 posts corresponding to 3,446 users were left. Second, among these users,
some users had low activity degrees, and they could not supply sufficient content for user-oriented
personalized machine translation model training. To filter out such users, we followed previous
research [6, 29], and removed the users whose posts were less than 50 from the data set. Finally,
1,128,327 posts that belonged to 3,256 users were retained as the data set for further analysis. Such
a large-scale data set was very difficult to analyze. So we randomly selected 1,000 users’ posts
(352,516 posts) from the post set and set them as our data set for automatic evaluation. We also
utilized an incremental strategy to test the reliability of evaluating using these 1,000 users.The data
set (1,000 users) was expanded through five rounds, wherein 100 other users were added to the
data set in each round. During the expansion, we observed little change in the evaluation results,
which indicated a convergence of the results based on the 1,000 users. So we thought 1,000 users
were sufficient for our evaluation and utilized them as data set in the end. For each of the 1,000
users, the posts were randomly split into a training set, a validation set and a test set according to
a proportion of 0.8:0.1:0.1.

For the C2E and E2C Transformers, we utilized the Transformer base (8 attention heads, 512 di-
mensional hidden state, and 2048 dimensional feed-forward state) [43] and set the input length and
output length as 300, word embedding dimension as 768, batch size as 4,096 tokens [57], dropput
as 0.3, learning rate as 0.0015, epoch number as 50, optimizer as Adam (𝛽1=0.9, and 𝛽2=0.98) [22],
and the size for beam search as 4. For the C2C Transformer, the epoch size was set as 25 (10 in
model pre-training and 15 in model tuning), and the other hyper-parameters were the same as
those of the C2E and E2C Transformers.

5.1.2 Preliminary Analysis. The core of our work is to transfer the linguistic style of general tran-
sition results to the style of one’s social media UGTC. The basic requirement of that is the general
transition result and the post that correspond to the same semantics should have different styles.
So we first analyzed how general translation results and the correspondingWeibo posts differed in
linguistic style. In our model, the module for personalized linguistic style generation (C2C Trans-
former) is obtained by being pre-trained on all users’ posts and tuned on a user’s own posts. So
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we conducted analysis from both the perspective of all users (platform-based analysis) and the
perspective of a specific user (user-based analysis). The platform-based analysis aimed to explore
the style difference between general translation results and the corresponding Weibo posts by re-
garding all users as a whole, while the user-based analysis focused on the fine-grained difference,
i.e., the style difference between general translation results and a specific user’s posts. The model
for user-based analysis was also utilized to evaluate the personalization degree of the translation
results in Section 5.1.3.

Platform-based analysis:

• Data preparation. This analysis aimed to explore the linguistic style difference between
general translation results and correspondingWeibo posts by regarding all users as a whole.
In the analysis, the semantic difference needed to be controlled in order to observe the lin-
guistic style difference. So it required many pairs of parallel samples, where each pair con-
sisted of a Weibo post and a general translation result that were characterized with the same
semantics. To obtain such a data set, we input the 352,516 posts (Weibo corpus) into the
C2E Transformer and E2C Transformer to obtain the corresponding general translation re-
sults (general translation corpus). This processing aims to make theWeibo posts and general
translation results to correspond to the same semantics. So the Weibo corpus and general
translation corpus were set as the data set for platform-based analysis.

• Model.We built a classification model to test whether general translation results andWeibo
posts differed in linguistic style.Themodel was based on awell-known deep learningmethod
BiLSTM (Bidirectional Long Short-Term-Memory) [37]. We chose this method for the follow-
ing two reasons. First, BiLSTM has the capability to capture long-range dependency from
sequential data and prevent gradients from vanishing [2]. Second, it encodes each token from
two directions, which can consider past and future contextual information and improve the
performance of text modeling. As these advantages, it has been a prevalent method for social
media UGTCmodeling and utilized in diverse kinds of tasks like post classification [39], sen-
timent analysis [2] and event detection [37]. For the model training, we tuned parameters
on the validation dataset and optimized them via a small grid search. We set the vocabulary
size as 20,000 and word embedding dimension as 128. Due to the large size of the data set,
we set the mini-batch size as 1024, epoch size as 5, loss function as binary cross-entropy and
optimizer as Adam.

• Result. After training and predicting, we obtained a higher classification accuracy (84.59%)
on the test set. It suggests that most general translation results and the correspondingWeibo
posts can be classified correctly.

User-based analysis:

• Data preparation. In order to evaluate the style difference between general translation
results and a specific user’s posts, we need to construct a corpus from the perspective of
users. Similar to the data set preparation of platform-based analysis, for a given user, her/his
Weibo posts were set as a corpus (user post corpus), and then the posts were input into
the C2E Transformer and E2C Transformer to obtain the corresponding general translation
results (general translation corpus). The user post corpus and general translation corpus
were set as the data set for user-based model training and evaluation.

• Model. Similar to the platform-based analysis, we built a classification model for each user
based on BiLSTM. Compared with the platform-based model, a user-based model’s training
samples were fewer (just the current user’s posts). To improve the model’s accuracy, we
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adopted the pre-training and tuning strategy. For a given user, her/his corresponding user-
based model was built by tuning the platform-based model using her/his post corpus and
general translation corpus.

• Result. The CDF (Cumulative Distribution Function) of classification accuracy on the test
set among the 1,000 users is shown in Figure 5. From the results, we can seemost users obtain
higher accuracy scores. For example, more than 95% users’ accuracy values are higher than
0.8, and more than 81% users’ accuracy values are higher than 0.85. The result suggests that
most Weibo users’ posts are significantly different from the corresponding general transla-
tion results.

Fig. 5. The CDF of user’s classification accuracy in terms of linguistic style.

Above all, we can see no matter from the perspective of regarding users as a whole or from the
perspective of an individual user, most Weibo posts and corresponding general translation results
can be classified correctly. In the classification tasks, other factors like translation errors might
be utilized as features. However, they appear less frequently according to the good performance
of BLEU and perplexity scores (see Section 5.1.3) and human evaluation. So we thought for most
Weibo posts and the corresponding general translation results that are classified correctly, it is
very likely that the posts and corresponding translation results are characterized by the differ-
ent linguistic styles, which lays the foundation for building user-oriented personalized machine
translator based on Weibo posts.

5.1.3 Automatic Evaluation Metrics and Results.
Metrics. We evaluated the personalized translation model by the common-used metrics for

personalized language model evaluation and machine translation model evaluation. These metrics
include:

• Personalization degree [30]. It measures how closely the generated translation results cor-
respond to a particular user’s linguistic style. For each test sample of a given user, we con-
structed a test list containing ten translation results, wherein one was the corresponding
translation result (gold result) generated by our user-oriented personalized machine transla-
tion model, one was the general translation result, and the other eight results were randomly
selected from the other users’ translation results (four pairs of personalized translation re-
sult and general translation result). We input the ten results into the user-based classification
model to see if the gold result could be predicted as the user’s post. We expected that the
gold result could get the highest likelihood of belonging to the user among the ten transla-
tion results, i.e., rank number one among the test list. To obtain a cumulative measurement
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among all test samples, we followed previous work [30] and set User Matching Accuracy
(UMA) and Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR) as metrics. UMA means the proportion where the
gold result is ranked highest, and MRR is defined as:

𝑀𝑅𝑅 =
1
|𝑇 |

|𝑇 |∑
𝑡=1

1
𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑘𝑡

, (1)

where 𝑇 means the test set, and 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑘𝑡 means the rank of the gold result among the test list
for the 𝑡 th test sample.

• BLEU [60]. This metric reflects the accuracy of translation. It counts how many n-grams
(n=1,2) in the generated translation result overlap with that in the reference (the original
post in our work).

• Perplexity [23, 60]. It measures how a model fits the test data. In traditional language sys-
tems, a lower perplexity score indicates a model’s higher certainty to fit the test data.

Result. From the perspective of personalization degree, we obtained UMA=0.45, and MRR=0.21 
for personalized translation results, while UMA=0.15, and MRR=0.001 for general translation re-
sults. It suggests that the linguistic styles of translation results generated by our user-oriented per-
sonalized machine translation model are more consistent with each user’s style preference. From 
the perspective of BLEU, the value (27.33 of personalized translation results is slightly higher 
than that (23.27 of general translation results. These two results jointly indicate that our model’s 
translation results are more consistent with the Weibo posts. We exhibit some examples of the 
translation results in Table 1 (E1 - E5, and the differences between each general translation result 
and the corresponding personalized translation result are underlined. First, we can see the vocab-
ularies (e.g. “大家”, “别”, “跟”, “阿姨”, “通常” and syntactic structures (e.g. “按时催你” of the 
personalized translation results are more consistent with the Weibo posts and more natural than 
the corresponding vocabularies (“每个人”, “不要”, “和”, “大妈”, “一般” and syntactic structures 
(“督促你按时” of the general translation results. Second, there are some complicated vocabular-
ies (e.g. “督促” in the general translation results, while the personalized translation results utilize 
the users’ common-used vocabularies (“催” to express the same semantics. However, from the 
perspective of perplexity, the value (150.61 of personalized translation results is slightly higher 
than that (144.45 of general translation results, which suggests that our model’s certainty to fit the 
test data is slightly lower than the general machine translation model. This finding is consistent 
with the result of personalization degree. Compared with the general translation model, our model 
generates diversified translations carrying rich persona-related features, which hurts the model’s 
certainty to fit the test data.

Moreover, we also observed that the C2E Transformer played an important role in our model, 
i.e., the quality of a C2E result had a significant effect on  the quality of  translation results espe-
cially the general translation result. For example, for the examples E6, E7 and E8 in Table 1, there 
are some translation errors or inaccuracies in the C2E results, e.g. “介样” (an Internet slang with 
the meaning of “这样” in Chinese and “such” in English, “从未来过” and “完毕” are incorrectly 
translated as “a sample”, “in the future” and “after” respectively, which results in the corresponding 
incorrect or inaccurate translations in the general translation results and personalized translation 
results (“样本”, “未来” and “之后”/“后”. However, we found the personalized translation results 
were less likely to be affected compared with general translation results. For example, in E9, E10 
and E11, the C2E Transformer incorrectly or inaccurately translates “肿莫” (an Internet slang with 
the meaning of “怎么” in Chinese and “what’s wrong” in English, “围脖” (an Internet slang with 
the meaning of “微博” in Chinese and “Weibo” in English)  and “觉得” into “swollen”, “scarf” and
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(a) Evolution of personalization de-
gree.

(b) Evolution of BLEU. (c) Evolution of perplexity.

Fig. 6. Evolution of performance in terms of number of posts.

“think” respectively, and the general translation results thus suffer from the corresponding incor-
rect or inaccurate vocabularies “肿”, “围巾” and “看”, while the personalized translation results
obtain the accurate translations “肿么”, “围脖” and “觉得”. In our model, personalized transla-
tion results are obtained by tuning the linguistic styles of general translation results. Based on
these experimental results, we can see such a tuning procedure can not only make the translation
results more personalized but also revise some incorrect and inaccurate vocabularies of general
translation results.

The above experimental results indicate that our model can generate more personalized transla-
tion results by learning users’ linguistic style preferences from their Weibo posts. By referring to
previous research [6, 29], we required that each user’s Weibo posts should be more than a thresh-
old - 50 in these experiments. We further analyzed how the model’s performance changed with
different threshold settings. We made 5 groups of experiments by varying the baseline of the num-
ber of posts from 10 to 50 (10, 20, 30, 40, 50). For example, when setting the baseline as 10, 10
posts were randomly selected from each user’s Weibo posts as the training corpus. The results are
exhibited in Figure 6. From the results, we can see UMA, MRR and BLEU exhibit minor changes
with the increase of the number of posts. However, perplexity experiences a prominent decline
when the number of posts increases from 10 to 30, while reaches a convergence in the following
intervals. These results jointly indicate that our personalized machine translation model does not
need a large number of training posts for each user. The baseline is suggested to be configured as
30 or higher as UMA, MRR, BLEU and perplexity all reach convergence on the setting. As illus-
trated in Section 3.2, we train the personalized machine translation model (C2C Transformer) by
pre-training it on all users’ posts and tuning it on each user’s posts. Pre-training and tuning has
been proved to be an effective strategy to process prediction tasks with insufficient labeled data,
which results in that our model’s training does not depend on a large number of posts.

5.2 Human Evaluation
5.2.1 Setting. Wemade human evaluation by pairwise comparison [24, 30]. The main settings are
described below.

Participants. We recruited participants by posting recruitment to WeChat. The participants
should meet the following requirements. First, each participant should have a certain activity de-
gree inWeibo (had published no less than 50 posts) so that the user-oriented personalized machine
translationmodel could have a corpus to learn her/his linguistic style. Second, to evaluate the trans-
lation results, the participants should have basic proficiency in English. We required that they had
passed the Band Four of College English Test. Finally, we recruited 31 participants (14 male users
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Table 1. Examples of translation results.

Example # Post C2E result General translation
result

Personalized trans-
lation result

E1 “大家的晚间生活
太健康了”

Everyone’s evening life
is too healthy

每个人的晚上生
活都太健康了

大家晚上的生活
太健康了

E2 “如果你不相信爱
情，就别奢望爱情。
晚安！”

If you don’t believe in
love, don’t expect it.
Good night!

如果你不相信爱
情，就不要期待爱
情。晚安！

如果你不相信爱
情，就别期待爱情，
晚安！

E3 “你是需要一个按
时催你睡觉的人，
还是一个愿意陪
你熬夜的人”

Do you need someone
who urges you to sleep
on time, or someone
who is willing to stay
up late with you?

你需要一个督促
你按时睡觉的人，
还是一个愿意陪
你熬夜的人？

你需要一个按时
催你睡觉的人，还
是一个愿意陪你
熬夜的人？

E4 “跟一个怀柔本地
的阿姨聊了两句,
发现这边已经是
东北口音了…..”

I chatted with a local
aunt in Huairou and
found that there is al-
ready a northeast ac-
cent here……

和一位怀柔本地
大妈聊天后，发现
这边已经是东北
口音了……

跟一个怀柔本地
阿姨聊完后，发现
这边已经东北口
音了……

E5 “有 谁 知 道 原 因
呢？这个时候一般
都有答案的！”

Who knows why?
There are usually
answers at this time!

谁知道为什么？这
个时候通常都有
答案！

谁知道原因？这时
候一般都有答案！

E6 “扫扫盲，原来系介
样呀。”

To eliminate illiteracy,
it turned out to be a
sample.

扫盲，原来是一个
样本。

扫盲，原来是个样
本。

E7 “人们说我精明事
故，可我确从未来
过人间”

People say I’m shrewd,
but I’ve never been in
the future

人们说我精明，但
我从来没有活过
未来

人说我精明，可是
我从来没有活过
未来

E8 “酒会完毕，还是挺
热闹的”

After the reception, it
was quite lively

酒会之后还是挺
热闹的

酒会后还是蛮热
闹的

E9 “我亲爱的小鬼,乃
肿莫了…”

My dear little devil, it’s
swollen…

我亲爱的孩子，肿
了…

我亲爱的小孩，你
肿么了…

E10 “今天早上起来看
围脖 看到最多的
就是昨晚很多人
失眠还有就是乔
布斯的新闻”

What I saw most when
I got up and looked at
my scarf this morning
was that many people
suffered from insomnia
last night and the news
about Jobs

我今天早上起来
是为了看围巾。看
到最多的是昨晚
很多人失眠，还有
乔布斯的新闻

今早起来看围脖，
看到最多的就是
昨晚很多人失眠，
还有乔布斯的新
闻发布了

E11 “我怎么觉得联通
光纤比电信光纤
还给力啊！”

How do I think Unicom
optical fiber is more
powerful than telecom
optical fiber?

我怎么看联通光
纤比电信光纤更
厉害？

我怎么觉得联通
光纤比电信光纤
还厉害？

and 17 female users, Weibo post size ranged from 50 to 5,302, Weibo tenure ranged from 1 to 11 
year(s that met these requirements. Similar to the automatic evaluation, we also utilized an incre-
mental strategy to test the reliability of evaluating by these 31 users. Other five participants were 
recruited to participate in the evaluation one by one, while the results experienced little change, 
which indicated a convergence trend. So we thought the results based on the 31 participants were 
representative and convincing.
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Translation corpus. We utilized the Corpus of Contemporary American English (COCA)10 as
the source texts. The reasons are two-fold. First, COCA contains 8 genres including spoken, fic-
tion, popular magazines, newspapers, academic texts, TV and Movies subtitles, blogs, and other
web pages. It supplies us with diverse kinds of English genres to evaluate our user-oriented person-
alized machine translator, which can promote the generalizability and reliability of our evaluation.
Second, the corpus contains more than one billion words that were collected from 1990 to 2019.
Such a large data set provides sufficient texts for our evaluation.

Evaluation procedure. For each participant, we utilized 50 samples (source texts) for evalu-
ation, wherein 40 samples were randomly selected from COCA, and 10 samples were input by
herself/himself during evaluation. In the evaluation, the translation results corresponding to the
50 samples were presented to the participant through 50 rounds, i.e., each round presented one
sample’s translation results. The translation results contained the personalized translation result
that was generated by our model as well as the general translation result. The participant did not
know which one was the personalized result and which one was the general one, and positions
where the two translation results were presented on the screen were randomized. The participant
needed to give feedback regarding the following metrics and questions.

• Comprehensibility: the degree to which the translation result can be comprehended eas-
ily [59, 60]. The major goal of building the user-oriented personalized machine translator
is to make the translation results easily comprehended by each user. So we first considered
comprehensibility as a metric in human evaluation.

• Linguistic style consistency: whether the translation result is consistent with the user’s lin-
guistic style [60].The core of our model is to generate a linguistic style that can be consistent
with each user’s preference. So we also considered linguistic style consistency as a metric
to get a user’s feedback about whether the translation result was consistent with her/his
linguistic style.

The twometrics were judged on a 5-point scale (1,2,3,4,5), wherein 1means the worst of a metric,
and 5 means the highest. Besides these two metrics, we also presented two other questions to the
participant in each round: preferred translation result, and the reasons.These two questions aimed
to explore the strengths and weaknesses of the personalized translation results generated by our
model compared with general translation results.The final design of the pairwise comparison page
is shown in Figure 7. This page is an extension of the page shown in Figure 3.

5.2.2 Result. First, we compared personalized translation results and general translation results
in terms of the two metrics - comprehensibility and linguistic style consistency. For personalized
translation results, the mean values of comprehensibility and linguistic style consistency are 4.11
and 3.26 respectively, and for general translation results, the mean values of comprehensibility
and linguistic style consistency are 2.96 and 2.17 respectively. We also made a 𝑡-test for each of
the two metrics to see if the difference of the metric between personalized translation results and
general translation results was significant and obtained significant results (𝑝<0.01) in both the
two tests. The above results jointly suggest that the personalized translation results have better
comprehensibility and linguistic style consistency versus general translation results.

Second, we analyzed users’ preferred translation results. Among all responses, personalized
translation results, general translation results and neutral options account for 63.33%, 29.29% and
7.38% respectively, which indicates our model’s superiority versus general machine translation
systems. We also analyzed the difference in terms of the eight COCA kinds. We found that the
proportion value of personalized translation results was slightly lower on two kinds - spoken and

10https://www.english-corpora.org/coca/

https://www.english-corpora.org/coca/
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Fig. 7. Screenshot of the web page for human evaluation.

web pages, higher on the academic kind, and moderate on the other kinds. Such a result suggests
that for professional languages that are essentially difficult to comprehend, people’s personalized
demand is stronger. This finding highlights the more meaningful application scenarios of our user-
oriented personalized machine translation model.

Third, we analyzed the reasons provided by users for choosing or not choosing personalized
translation results in evaluation to uncover the strengths and weaknesses respectively of person-
alized translation results.

Strengths of personalized translation results. The strengths of personalized translation re-
sults reflected in users’ responses are summarized below.

• Better comprehensibility. Many responses described that personalized translation results
were easier to comprehend than general translation results, e.g. “the translation result A
(personalized translation result) is conceived in simple language”, “the translation result B (per-
sonalized translation result) contains less professional words, and it is easier to comprehend”,
and “the translation result B (general translation result) is more formal than the translation
result A (personalized translation result), so the translation result A is easier to comprehend”.

• More natural. Another important strength of personalized translation results is they are
more natural than general translation results. For example, some users responded that “the
translation result A (personalized translation result) is characterized by a higher degree of spo-
ken language”, “the translation result B (personalized translation result) fits snugly into daily
expression”, and “there is translationese in the translation result A (general translation result),
and the translation result B (personalized translation result) is more natural”.

• More prominent linguistic style. The responses also indicate the prominent linguistic style
existing in personalized translation results, which is consistent with our automatic evalua-
tion result. Such responses include “the translation result A (personalized translation result) is
more like my translation”, “the linguistic style of translation result B (personalized translation
result) is more evident, and it seems like Weibo’s style”, “the linguistic style of translation result
A (personalized translation result) is more like Chinese language”, etc.

• More lively. Some people responded that personalized translation results were more inter-
esting, emotional or vivid than general translation results. For example, they described “al-
though the translation result A (general translation result) is more accurate, the translation re-
sult B (personalized translation result) is pretty lovely”, “the translation result A (personalized
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translation result) has strong tone and emotion”, and “the translation result B (personalized
translation result) is more vivid”.

Weaknesses of personalized translation results. We analyzed the weaknesses of person-
alized translation results reflected in users’ responses. The results suggested that lack of fluency
and lack of accuracy were the major problems of some personalized translation results. These two
problems occurred mainly in the academic, newspaper and magazine corpus while less commonly
in the other kinds like spoken and fiction.

• Lack of fluency. Lack of fluency is the most prominent weakness mentioned by users. In
some test cases, users responded that “the translation result B (general translation result) is
more fluent”, “the translation result B (personalized translation result) lacks of coherence”, “the
translation result A (personalized translation result) contains grammatical issues”, etc.

• Lack of accuracy. Another weakness of personalized translation results suggested by users’
responses is lack of accuracy, including “compared to the translation result A (personalized
translation result), the translation result B (general translation result) reveals the real meaning
of the source text”, “the translation result A (personalized translation result) is too concise to
express the accurate meaning”, etc.

Above all, the main findings of automatic evaluation and human evaluation are summarized as
follows. From the perspective of personalization degree, automatic evaluation and human evalu-
ation all validate our model’s good capability to generate personalized translation results. From
the perspective of perplexity, our model can generate diversified translations carrying rich lin-
guistic features, which makes the translations more natural and lively. These benefits enhance the
comprehensibility of translation results. From the perspectives of fluency and accuracy, the results
suggest that performing linguistic style personalization can sometimes hurt the translation fluency
and accuracy for some professional kinds of texts (mainly academic, newspaper and magazine),
while the other kinds like spoken, fiction and web pages are affected less. However, personalized
translation results are more preferred by users in human evaluation, which highlights our model’s
overall superiority versus existing general translation systems.

6 DISCUSSION
6.1 Implications
In this section, we discuss the implications of our work on the research and design of machine
translation systems.

Most of nowadays machine translation models and systems focus on promoting objective indi-
cators like translation accuracy, fluency and speed, while few researchers and designers optimize
machine translation from the view of users, and users’ preferences and perspectives to translation
are ignored. First, as suggested by our work, our user-oriented personalized machine translation
model can generate more personalized, natural and lively translation results and enhance the com-
prehensibility of translation results, which makes its translations more preferred by users versus
general translations. So the future design of machine translation models and systems should con-
sider linguistic style as an important benchmark. Moreover, in reality, linguistic style is just one of
people’s diverse traits. There might be other user traits that can affect users’ experience in transla-
tion system use. For example, people use a machine translator for different purposes like informal
communication and formal expression. By considering these different purposes, it is helpful for
machine translation systems to generate appropriate translations and gain users’ confidence. So in
the future study, many other user traits that can affect users’ experience in translation system use
should be systematically investigated and incorporated intomachine translation systems to further
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improve user experience, which reflects the thoughts of human-centered computing and human-
like language systems [12]. Second, in our work, we find there needs a  trade-off between some 
object indicators and the linguistic style consistency in the design of machine translation models 
and systems. Exhibiting too many personal linguistic style features can hurt translation fluency, ac-
curacy and perplexity in our evaluation. Machine translation models are generally trained based 
on a formal corpus or fine-tuned corpus, and the most common-used corpus i s news 1 1, which 
enhances fluency, accuracy and perplexity of translation results. When incorporating users’ lin-
guistic styles into translation models, it can bring some personal linguistic features like idiomatic 
expressions, abbreviations and rare words into translation results, which will affect the object in-
dicators like translation fluency, accuracy and perplexity. Moreover, there can be inaccurate or 
incorrect expressions in some people’s languages, which also has a negative effect on the fluency, 
accuracy, perplexity and other object indicators of personalized translation results. Thus the fu-
ture design of machine translation models and systems should not consider object indicators and 
user-related indicators separately, and there needs a balance (e.g. using multi-objective optimiza-
tion methods [10] between some object indicators and some user-related indicators to ensure the 
systems can obtain satisfactory performance on both object indicators and user experience.

6.2 Limitations
As an exploratory study focusing on the user-oriented personalized machine translation, this re-
search suffers from some limitations in data preparation and model building and evaluation.

From the perspective of data preparation, we aim to generate personalized machine transla-
tions for each user using her/his UGTC in social media. Machine translations are users’ consumed 
content, while UGTC is their produced content. Although previous studies [24, 25, 58, 60] have 
explored the feasibility of generating consumed content using produced content, building a con-
sumption model based on produced content might have some gaps. Even so, produced content is 
more feasible than consumed content for the user-oriented personalized machine translation task. 
First, consumed content like browsing history in a machine translation system or other systems is 
more difficult to obtain as people don’t disclose the content publicly, which limits the feasibility of 
sampling sufficient consumed content to  train a user-oriented personalized machine translation 
model. Second, people consume a large amount of content every day, and a person’s preferred 
linguistic style is embedded in some of her/his consumed content. So it is difficult to distinguish 
a user’s preferred linguistic style from the others. These challenges limit the feasibility of build-
ing a user-oriented personalized machine translation model based on users’ consumed content. 
Furthermore, as the difficulty of getting persona data, we follow the back-translation strategy and 
propose an approach for training corpus preparation by utilizing the C2E Transformer, which re-
sults in that the quality of the personalized translation results is dependent on the C2E module, 
and the problems of C2E results can be transmitted to the following general machine translations 
and personalized machine translations. On one hand, as suggested in our evaluation, personal-
ized translation results are less likely to be affected compared with general t ranslation results. 
On another hand, we try to alleviate this problem by utilizing state-of-the-art Chinese-to-English 
translation techniques to improve the performance of the C2E module. Many new promising ma-
chine translation approaches are continually emerging, and the C2E module in our model can be 
easily upgraded to these approaches without adjusting the model’s architecture, which can further 
improve the performance of the C2E module and alleviate this drawback in the future.

From the perspective of model building and evaluation, a person might have multiple linguistic 
styles in different contexts, and there may be many corpora that can reflect his/her styles. This

11https://chinesenlp.xyz/#/docs/machine_translation

https://chinesenlp.xyz/##/docs/machine_translation
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work just uses the UGTC of social media context as a corpus to learn each person’s linguistic
style. However, our model has good generalizability. If another corpus is utilized to learn people’s
linguistic styles, just the training set should be changed, while the architecture of our model does
not need to be adjusted. For the model’s implementation, as the difficulty of data sampling, only
one kind of translation task (English-to-Chinese) is presented in this paper, which might limit
the generalizability of our model’s performance. On the one hand, as mentioned above, the ar-
chitecture of our model can be applied to all kinds of translation tasks, and the performance on
the other cross-language translation tasks can be improved by just tuning the parameters. On the
other hand, in future research, we will utilize the model to handle other cross-language translation
tasks to further validate its generalizability and reliability. For the model’s evaluation, BLEU is set
as one significant metric in our automatic evaluation, while previous research [4] has suggested
that the improved BLEU score cannot always reflect the improvement of translation quality since
it allows a tremendous amount of variation. However, BLEU is still a solid metric to track broad
and incremental changes to a machine translation system. We also draw our conclusions based on
automatic and human evaluations, making our findings more convincing.

7 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we constructed a user-oriented personalized machine translation model based on
social media UGTC and several state-of-the-art deep learning techniques. To show the model’s us-
age, we designed and implemented a user-oriented personalized machine translator supported by
the Weibo Open Platform. The translator provides researchers and developers with a systematical
implementation scheme of a user-oriented personalized machine translation system based on our
model. Automatic evaluation and human evaluation suggest that our model can generate more
personalized, natural and lively translation results and enhance the comprehensibility of transla-
tion results, which makes it more preferred by users versus general translation systems. For the
limitations of the current model, we will continue to study the model in the future by incorpo-
rating more user traits into it and validating its performance in other cross-language translation
tasks.
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